What can I expect at an A+ Tournaments tourney?

-All wrestlers will wrestle 3-5 matches in 2 hours. All of your wrestler’s matches will be held on
one mat
-Madison system weight classes grouped in 4-6 man round robins with all wrestlers within 13%
of actual weight. Anytime a wrestler is not within the 13% weight, their weight will be clearly
shown on the bracket by their name and the heavier wrestler will not count against the other
wrestlers for placement.
-$25 entry fee for all OAC Point Series and A+ Top 50 tourneys (Novice & Open are separate
tourneys). $5 spectator admission (Kids 12 & under are FREE). We have the lowest entry fees
and admission prices in the market.
-$35 entry fee for all BA Super 7 tournaments. (Novice & Open are separate tourneys). These
tournaments have unique awards and unique locations. $10 spectator admission (kids 12 &
under are FREE).
-Online or walk-in entry for all tournaments
-Facebook event page for every tournament with the most up-to-date tourney info and any
changes
-All novice matches will have all neutral starts and restarts
-Open matches will flip and have choice in 2nd/3rd period
-All matches are 3-1 minute periods with 10 point Tech Falls (these may be shortened to 8
point Tech Falls in Novice if we have large numbers)
-If large numbers at a tournament, some matches may be held on half-mats. These will mostly
be Novice matches or Division 1 & 2 open matches.
-All weigh-ins from Saturday tournaments can carry over to Sunday tournaments
-In order to grow the referee pool, we use a lot of young refs, mostly college and high school
wrestlers. There may even be some junior high wrestlers officiating novice matches.
-2”+ medals for top 4 in novice divisions. In Open divisions, Trophies for 1st (12”) and 2nd (10”),
2”+ Medals for 3rd-4th.
-Brackets online and on the wall during the tournament
-Computer bracketing and bout sheets
-All tournaments are fundraisers for school or club wrestling teams. We take all the risk and
run them at no cost to the teams and split the profits with them. The teams run the score
tables and the concession stands.
-A+ Tournaments supplied tournament director, gate people, computer people, and weigh-in
people; all working together to give you the best tournament experience

